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Not much I can add to the excellent review by MirandaKym. Just putting in another thumbs up for the game and the voice
acting in particular -- some of the guard conversations reminded me a lot of the original Thief, which was very cool. Definitely
worth getting at the sale price if you like hidden object games.. I am glad i picked this title up, it's a fun little puzzle game with
an interesting art style, music and theme.. It got big tiddie 10\/10. Decent platformer. Kind of cheesy, but fun.
The set-up is about as self-indulgent as you can get, with one guy in an otherwise all-girl school. Heck, he even won the lottery
on top of that. The antagonists, such as they are, are all cartoonish to the max, with exaggeratedly evil character traits. But it
doesn't stick on any one story arc for too long, so no single conflict or issue really overstays its welcome, and they mostly play to
their strengths, which is moeblob comedy hijinks and romance.
And the romance *is* cute, it has some decent comedy moments, and it holds up as an enjoyable little read and doesn't feel
compromised despite the--*cough*--missing content. I've only played through one route so far, but all of the girls seem like
they're equally fun. You could do a lot worse than this for light romance fluff reading if you grab it on sale.. This game deserves
more attention. It is an amazing game that just needs players. Mmo turned combat controled.
In this game you have skill and then you have skills, What I mean by that is you have class skills that you click one botton and
then you also have amazing combo's that you need to push multiple bottons to cast in a sense.. This game frickin' rules seriously
play it. TREAT YOURSELF!!!. Really enjoying the game. The sandbox nature and the free form building is really fun. I would
totally recommend this game to anyone that is looking for something new and different.
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One of the better productions of Artifex Mundi. Not very hard or challenging, but it has a descent, interesting story, really nice
graphics and quite sympathetic heros.
The game's mechanics are good, heros voices not as unpleasant as in others Artifex Mundi productions.
Puzzles aren't hard, collectibles also were quite easy to spot, but the story compensated this. I spent a few hours in very relaxing
way.. dw3 didnt have the best costumes, hit and miss here guys, dw4 and above are the good ones.. This is a fun and interesting
little game. I like the simplicity of it, and it isn't overly difficult to play for someone who has worked in Mass Media like
myself, and has encountered such censorship issues in the real world (yes this kind of stuff does happen). For someone who has
no clue about censorship or political agendas this might be daunting or confusing. But I personally think it is fun to tinker with
and comical at times. It fills an interesting little niche which hasn't really been touched in the gaming world yet. Kind of like a
turn based strategy game where your keeping your nation from falling apart, (or causing it to fall apart) but instead of moving
troops around on some map, you are printing articles and deciding how to promote your paper - and that has an impact..
recomend this game to gift to a friend you dont like as a way of showing you hate them 5/7 perfect. Great game if you want a
fun game that makes you think a bit. The style and look takes me back to my childhood.. Delightful point-and-click adventure.
The graphics, setting (bar the steampunk side) and character remind more than fleetingly of the old Gabriel Knight (Sins of the
Fathers, not the sequels). The creators managed to create an effortlessly sympathetic main character, which is not easy, and a
nice group of supporting characters.
The puzzles are not that difficult, but they're not frustratingly stupid either, and I like the idea that you have an array of choices
to end a case with (even though, of course, only one is correct), with a hint of moral choices to make. Very nice voice acting
too. The only thing I'm not too crazy about is the alternate steampunk universe the game is set, not because I don't like
steampunk per se, but because I find it slightly superfluous; I think the game could have easily worked in the real world setting
with few adaptations. Still, it doesn't bother either, so it doesn't affect the enjoyable experience of the game in the slightest.. Its
not too bad of a game that OBVIOUSLY can run on a friggin pentium 3, but this game is good, and free. Its no the best game I
have ever played, but for being free, and low spec based, its pretty impressive. overall is good, but need more tools like body
slide, more hairstyle or hair custom, and need to fix input text.
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